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Saddened 41114nnitY Par Tribal' Twin
To James A Willighas Oa Sunday
"Jim" although most of the people
who have known him always referred to him by his full name,
James Allen. We called him
"Jirn" because there was something in the nature of this tall,
friendly man that brought about
confidence and friendship and
security in his counsel.
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James Allen Willingham
When all of West Kentucky
paid its final tribute of respect
to James Allen Willingham last
Sunday, there was not a saddened person among them who did
not realize that this community
has lost one of its most prominent and beloved friends. And our
grief was more penetrating because James Allen Willingham
was a young man with an impressive record of accomplishments
behind him, and a future that
bid well to make hirn one of
Kentucky's most outstanding
leaders.
In the years that we have been
in Fulton we came to know Jim
Willingham welL We called him

Aust Face ImmediateConstruction Of New Sewage System

Not A Request, More Nearly An Order,
Health Departments Of Both States Indicate

A special joint meeting of the
Fulton and South Fulton city
councils and health department
officials of both Kentucky and
Tennessee was held Monday night
at the Fulton City Hall to begin
etbout a year ago Jim w'as in- preliminary exploration of a muformed by specialists that he had tual problem confrenting both
an illness from which he possibly communities.
would not recover. In a man of
That problem is sewage collecle .ser faith this condition may tion and disposal, and the buildhave brought about gloom and ing f a disposal plant; something
continuing sadness and unhap- that both communities desperatepiness in his family and among ly need and are going to have to
his friends. But Jim Willingham face sooner or later.
took his illness as only a man
In the words of one State health
of great moral character and
Christian fortitude would have official, the communities had bettaken. Jim's wonderful wife, ter face it now, before "serious
Katherine, told us that when Jim action" is instituted by the Stream
learned of his illness he told them Pollution Control Board over a
that every day must be a day of situation long-overdue for correcliving in itself. When that day
was done, he told her, we must
live for tomorrow and in that
manner every day we will share
the fullness and happiness of
every hour.
In his church Jim was an indefatigable worker. Only recently he assumed an important post
in the church and yet he told his
pastor, "I will work as long as I
can and do all the good I can as
long as I have the job." And what
Continued on Pape Sight

tion.
The tune of the meeting, however, was amicable and took the
course of exploring courses of
action available to each conununity to correct the problems of
each.
In general, these were the
points discussed and some of the
suggested courses of action proposed as worth consideration:
1. Both councils engage a competent engineering firm to make
a careful preliminary survey of
the needs of each community regarding sewer systems in their
respective communities and a cost
estimate. It was suggested that
it would be most practicable for
the same firm to be engaged by
both communities, since the systems would most likely interlock.
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Monday of this week the cold
bug had gotten hold of me so
hard that I had to feel better to
die. I knew good and well that
if I tried to work that day that
I would surely be willing victim
to a full scale attack of whatever
country has sent this latest epidemic of sniffles over here I called the station and either because
they wanted me out of the way
or they were truly concerned, I
was urged to stay in bed. Which
I did.
That is I laughingly called myself staying in bed. The phone
rang so much and the maid was
so busy keeping "quiet", that I
got up on Tuesday morning, looking like the wrath of God, and
feeling worse, that I just went on
to work and forgot about the
whole matter. And meanwhile
Kenneth Turner, our sales manager at the station, .and MaryNelle Wright decided to let the
"bug" take full sway and are enjoying poor health . . . the lucky
things. But all was not gloom .
for just as the other two took
time out for sniffling, my good
ole friend and loyal adviser. J.
0 Lewis, came back to work
Monday after a bang stay away
Mr. Lewis
from the station
brought back the sunshine to
WFUL.
One thing is for sure. I doubt
very seriously if a crippling illness can keep me away from the
station for these next several
weeks. Our Community Club Awards program is going like a
house afire. Women from everywhere have decided that the $3000
WFUL is going to give away to
their clubs is the answer to their
money-raising prayers. Monday
we had a letter from the Sunny
side Community Club in Union
City and they want "in." If all
goes well this club will probably
have at least 500 women working
for them . . and buying merchandise from our participating
sponsors.
And just a note to the prospective sponsors who have called
wanting to participate in the prom . . please be patient, we'll
get around to you just as soon as
we can.

The Fulton Rotary Club, sponsors of this year's Girl Scout
Drive for hinds for the Bear
Creek Council, announced today
that with practically all contributions in, a total of $1,086.44 has
been collected.
This amount represents a whole
lot of soliciting by a great number of workers, and the Club
wishes to take this opportunity
to express its genuine appreciation to all who contributed their
time or money toward reaching
this figure. one of the highest
ever raised here for this purpose.
With twelve teams of Rotarians
soliciting and all 12 reporting, a
total of $673.76 was collected from
business firms, I. C. and Siegel
employees.
Thirty-one neighborhood women's teams solicited home,on the
Kentucky side, and with all 31
reported in, a total of "210M was
raised.
Eighteen women's teams solicited homes on the Tennessee side,
and with 14 out of the 18 reporting, a total of $58.01 has been
turned in.
Fifteen women's teams of colored leaders, under the able direction of Mrs. A. Z. Tucker, turned in a whopping $59.11 from
their districts.
In addition, collection by leaders at a basketball game brought
in $23.70, additional downtown
call-backs added $11.00, and a
generous contribution of $25.00
was received from the Methodist
Men's Sunday School as well as
$25.00 from the YMBC.
Any contributions not yet turned in are asked to be brought to
Paul Westpheling at the News
office, which office has acted as
drive headqearters.

Dial Service
Open March 16
In Union City
Troy, Obion Included:
Program Costs Almost
$1,500,000: We next ? ?
On March 16th dial telephone
service will go into effect in
Union City, Troy and Obion, cornpleting an expansion program
costing $1,500,000 for the area.
The telephone company will
have spent $270,000 for the Union
City Central office building and
lot on East Harrison street and
•
•
•
FULTON, NEXT YEAR?
Nothing "definite" is the word
for Fulton going to dial, the News
learned this week. The changeover Ls planned for next year,
but plans have yet to be decided.
•
•
•
•

Stale Orders Investigation Of
Fulton County School Board
A series of differences between
Fulton County school Board members and Superintendent Beanl
Darnell, which at times has flared into open hostility during the
past year, apparently, continued
without letup during the past
week.
Charges have been fired against
Darnell for various practices, and
charges have been fired against
County Board members by Darnell.
The State Superintendent of

South Fulton "Angels"
Lose To Hornbeak
The South Fulton "Red Angels,"
1957 Girl Basketball Champions
of West Tennessee who won the
Obion County champlon.shop this
year, lost out to Ifornbeak in disTOP FULTON COUNTY 4-H CLUB INtic.1.1. CONTEST- Members and lead- trict eliminations lama Illatesdag
esusof the Fulton High School Club which won the Fulton County Championship in evening at Obion.
Final score was South Fulton
the annual Kentucky Utilities Company 4-H Club Achievement Contest are shown
49. Hornbes.k 56. Both teams, ,
here with local company personnel at the K. U. Recognition dinner in Paducah. however, will compete in the reShown are tfrom left) Warren Anderson, district manager, and Robert Burrow, gional next week.

commercial service adviser, both of K. U.; John Watts, county agent; Ward Burnette,
club president; Elaine Butler; and Linda Arrington, vice president.

KU Fetes Fulton High 4 Club At Paducah
Dinner Honoring Outstanding Achievements
Six Western Kentucky counties
sent their outstanding 4-H Clubs
to a dinner in Paducah honoring
the winners in the annual Kentucky Utilities Company 4-H Club
Achievement Contest.
The clubs, each the champion
in its county, were the Arty
Acres Club of Arlington, Carlisle
County, the Smithland 5th Grade
Club of Livingston County, the
Fulton High School Club of Fulton County, the Slate Hinkleville
Club of Ballard County, the Fulgliam Junior High Club of Hickman County and the St. John's
Senior Eagles of McCracken
County. Bill Padon, Kentucky
Utilities farm service adviser,
presented $10 cash prizes to each
of the clubs and an additional $10
award to the McCracken County
club for winning second place in
district competition.
K. U. awards about $1,000 each
year to outstanding 4-H clubs in
the counties where it supplies
electricity. Judging is done by the

local and state offices of the
Agricultural Extension Service
on the basis of all-round achievement during the year as shown
in the record books submitted by
the club secretaries. The awards
are made at a series of dinner and
luncheon meetings held by K. U.
throughout the state to recognize
the winning clubs and their adult
leaders.
Representatives of each of the
winning clubs presented a resume
of their group's activities.
Thirteen listed achievements of
the Fulton High School Club were
listed as follows:
1. The 61 members met the
third Wednesday of each month,
averaging seven meetings a year.
2. On Rally Day, the Club won
championships in Dairy Foods,
Bread, General and clothing demonstrations.
3. In its district, the Club ranked third in Dairy, second in bread
and first in general.
4. Fifteen attended camp, two

Won gold medals and one junior
star camper.
5. The County farm bureau
queen and her attendant came
from this club.
6. Two members were selected
to attend Teen-age camp.
7. Girls from the Club won 4-H
achievement contest
in
the
County.
8. A girl from the club won a
blue iibbon on a dress at the
State fair: the only entry.
9. The Club showed the grand
champion Jersey at the Mayfield
district 4-H show.'
10. The Club showed the grand
champion Jersey in the County
4-H show.
11. Grand champion of the State
fair.
12. Won first place in Kentucky
Jersey showmanship contest at
the State fair.
13. Dairy- judging from the
Club placed - third at the State
Fair and fourth at the Mid-South
fair in Memphis.

Tharsday, March 6, Is The Dale: Bring The • Jere Pigue Enrolls
At U of K
Children In For Free Pictures In The News
Jere Pigue of Fulton County
in future years and for the pleasure you will enjoy in seeing it is one of 350 new students enin print. You will want to clip it rolled at the University of Kenfrom this, your home town news- tucky for the second semester.
Included are 291 new students
paper, and preserve it for the
youngster when he or she grows from 72 Kentucky counties, *
from 14 other states, and 16 from
up.
There is absolutely no -charge 10 foreign countries.
or obligation for taking the pictures. Parents don't even have to Brown Home Is
be a subscriber to the News nor
even a reader. You do not have Leveled By Fire
to purchase s pictures either,
A disastrous fire, occunng while
though you may obtain additional the owners were away, completeprints by arranging direct with ly leveled the home of Mr. and
the Studio representative if you Mrs. Herschel Brown at Crutchwant them. That is entirely up field on Feb. 43th about 9:30 p.
It often seems to parents that to youl
m.
children are little one minute and
The 2-story frame building was
are grown up the next, so fast
RECALL zuccnoN
located in the Harmony commundoes a child's growing stage pass.
A recall election for the office ity, between Fulton and Clinton.
Here is a splendid opportunity to of finance commissioner of Union The fire was not discovered until
catch a likeness of your child or City, now held by Troy W. Me- it had made such headway that
children at the present,,stage for Pestle, will be held Saturdey, 'Whin/ eoUkfbe saved, the ownthe pleasure you will get out of it March 15th.
ers reported.'

Thursday, March 6 is the big
day for the picture taking of your
youngsters! The News is having
pictures taken of all children who
are brought by their parents or
other guardian to the News office
between 10 a. m. and 7 p. m.
9940,800 for the Central office dial, absolutely free of charge.
power plant and long distance
The News wants a picture of
equipment, the long distance
irwitchboards, and station change- your child to print 1n its forthcoming feature, "Citizens of Toout and outside cable changes.
morrow," a series of photographic
In Trey, the company will have
studies of local children. The more
spent $13,500 for the building and
we get the better the feature will
Continued on Page Flue
be, so the cooperation of the
mothers and fathers is urged.
HURRY !

Our number of women workers
in the program is growing every
day. The only thing that will keep
the program from going on the
air on March 10 is the printing of
the Buyers Guides, which will
have a listing of all participating
firms showing where the ladies
can get credits for their purchases
Paul has promised me that he
will work the shop night and day
to get them out so I hope that
come March In, nearly 0000
The deadline for purchase of
women In Fulton's trading area
will be consulting their little 1968 Kentucky automobile, truck
books telling them where to buy and other motor vehicles tags is
Friday, Feb With. All persons
for CCA credits for their clubs.
operating reotor 'vehicles after
The CCA program is the great- Friday, without 1966 licenses, will
est "tradeett-horrie" program that be in violation of Kentucky state
Contieised Oft ARM ANIP64
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Girl Scout Drive
Brings In $1,086.44

ntil you
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of the people is needed; general
obligation bonds, subject to a
vote of the people and paid off
by annual property assessment;
and by a special assessment.
Revenue bonds were suggested as
most likely the best (In Fulton,
both water and gas systems were
financed by revenue bonds).
These, briefly, are some of the
many items that the councils of
both communities will encounter
in the sewage problem. The matter is necessarily complicated by
the fact that two corporations and
two states are involved in what
should logically be one overall
project, built and operated for
the common convenience of both,
but the Councils were virtually
assured that if preliminary plans
and cost estimates were okayed,
that Health Departments of both
states would step in and see that
enabling legislation, if necessary,
was arranged.

Illinois Central System

fin

•glIS

South Fulton system would build
and operate the disposal plant
and its own system, and receive
and treat Fulton sewage under
contract. In general, such is the
broad arrangement in effect at
Chattanooga and Bristol.
5. The money for preliminary
engineering surveys can most
likely be borrowed from a Federal
agency, to be repaid without interest at the time bonds are sold
and the system is built. If Congress appropriates more money
for use under public law 660 the
Federal government may participate in the cost of each system in
the amount of up to 30170 but
not exceeding $250,000, on a gratis
contribution.
6. Local financing of the respective systems could take one
of three normal forms: revenue
bonds, its which charges vary according to use (similar to the
water bill) and on which no vote

NEWS

The "Ranee*
Capital et the World'
Volume

2. Both communities plan to
use a common disposal plant, probably located on the Tennessee
side, since that is the direction
of flow. A single disposal plant
would not only cost less than two
separate plants; it would cost considerably less to operate under a
joint arrangement than would
two plants individually.
3. Such an interstate arrangement between communities is at
present working in two other Tennessee Communities (Bristol and
Chattanooga) and is feasible for
Fulton and South Fulton insofar
as can be determined at this point.
4. Both systems would be separate bond issues,'despite the fact
that they might be physically one
operation. In such a case, and if
the disposal plant were located
on the Tennessee side, the Fulton
system would be built to convey
sewage to the Tennessee line and
deliver it to South Fulton. The

South Fulton
Tourney Underway
Play
will
continue
tonight
(Thursday) in the 27th district
tournament at South Fulton, with
Obion 1winners over South Fulton) pitted against Palmersville
at 7:00 and Martin (winner over
Dresden) playing Union City at
8:15.
Or Friday night the first game
of the semi-finals will bring together Ftivep and Troy at 7:00
p. m., and the second game will
bring the Thursday winners together.
Championships will be played
Saturday evening at 8:15, with
consolation same night at 7:00.

Public Instruction, Dr. Robert
Martin, has advised tile County
that an official investigation is
underway to determine certain
alleged violations, involving direct
business transactions by Board
Members to the County Board of
education.
Two apparent cases in question
involve transactions by Cecil
Barnett with the cafeteria of
Graves school in the Brownsville
community, and of Fred Stokes,
Sr. (Stokes-Whipple Chevrolet)
with repair work on school buses.
Stokes is no longer a Board member.
On the other hand, the Board
has apparently sought the dismissal of Darnell for various reasons, only to learn that he is on
contract until June 1960 and that
such a contract cannot be broken
except for "very good reasons"
that coullkbe substsmtiMod.
•

46-Voice Chorus
Sings Here Tonite
Thursday, February 27th, (Tonight) the forty-six voice Chorus
from Freed Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tennessee will sing at
the Central Church of Chirst in
Fulton, Ky. The time is 7:30 p. m.
and everyone in this area has a
cordial invitation to attend.
There is absolutely, no charge
for attendance and no contribution will be taken at the singing.
Jerry Counce from South' Fulton is a member of this chorus.
Jerry is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dyer Counce of South Fulton.
BARN BURNS
A large barn, filled with hey
and corn, belonging to Frank
Sellars east of Fulton, was partially destroyed by fire Friday
night about 9:30.

Little Boys In Blue Reach Another
Milestone In Blue And Gold Banquet
By Christine Batts
The Fulton Cub Scouts completed another page in their
"book of successful achievement"
Thursday night, February 20.
The annual Blue and Gold banquet was indeed a big success.
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church looked like a
sports carnival as the theme,
"Cavalcade of Sports", was so
cleverly portrayed in the table
decorations made by tre little
Cubs.
Den 1, whose Den Mothers are
Mrs. Jack Maddox and Mrs. J.
C. King, transformed its table
into a winter wonderland with a
ski run, the skiers in their knitted caps and suits, and the ski
lodge resting cosily at the end of
the run. The place-cards were
tiny skis.
Mrs. Wendel Butts and Mrs.
J. U. McKendree, with their boys
of Den 2, set a miniature bowling
alley, complete with pins and
boys.
Den Mother Gertrude Pugh and
her Den Chief, David Cunningham, of Den 3, created a Kitty
League atmosphere with their
baseball diamond with each player standing in his proper position.
The table of Den 4, headed by
Mrs. Harry Hancock and Mrs.
James Adams, made you forget
the zero weather outside. It held
an authentic reproduction of a

beach scene.
Mrs. Robert Batts and her Den
5 boys displayed a basketball
court, very artistically done by,
Russell McMorries, with the players dressed in blue and gold uniforms.
Den 6 depicted the sports of
hunting and fishing. Mrs. Fred
Hornra and Mrs. Gene Williamson are Den Mothers of this
group.
Den 7, under the direction of
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., and Mrs.
J. D. Hales, built a genuine golf
course with greens, sandtraps,
and golfers. Each place setting
was marked by wee golf bags
complete with clubs.
Mrs. Charles Walker, who will
become a new Den Mother in
March, sponspred Den 8 which
has been without a Den Mother
for several weeks. She, with some
of the parents, cleverly portrayed
an archery range, using bows,
arrows, and targets. The place
cards were small quivers filled
with arrows.
Football was played by Den 9,
with Mrs. Rex Ruddle and her
Den Chief, Harry Williams, doing
the officiating.
The Webelos, senior ranking
group of Cubbing, built an authentic tennis court. Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Yates and Ms. ate Mts.
Guy.Fry assisted by Den ItliMef,
Continued on Page eight
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immediate Action For Sewage Problem Needed
Fulton and South Ftilton sewers
and sewer systems are in a deplorable
condition, inadequate, condemned
and operating on the brink of being
subject to forced State action for correction.
Residents of both corporations must
face the fact that such conditions
cannot go forever without improvement, even though improvement
means complete rebuilding of both
systems. We suspect that most residents already know and realize this
fact, and have only been waiting for
the city councils to act in the matter.
Certainly those of us who were so
rcuch interested in securing the Federal penitentary for Fulton last year
well realize that our present sewage
system, and that one thing alone,
would have disqualified us for the
mammoth institution.
How do we know that other, equally-important industry hasn't by passed us for the same reason.

But prospective industry or not, we
hope that an efficient, joint effort by
both communities will succeed in
conquering the sewage disposal. problem. We are both faced with major
corrective measures and it behooves
all of the citizens of both communities to work with a will toward a
common good.
In working this sewage problem
out cooperatively, we are of the opinion that both communities may discover other legal means a tackling
other civic problems cooperatively,
Isuch as garbage disposal) that will
lower the costs and add to the efficiency and service of duplicate governmental systems operating side by
side.
We offer our full .cooperation to
both mayors'anJimouncils in all such
matters, as well as our congratulations for tackling the biggest cooperative problem of them all: the sewage
disposal job.

Let's Be Fair About Transportation Subsidies
Over a recent weekend we received two letters and happened to see
a story in a paper, all of which were
related to the same subject. Put the
three side by side and you discover
sense in some old agruments.
One letter was from the IllinDis
Central railroad. The letter dealt with
President Wayne Johnson's testimony
before a Senate committee in Washington, in which he pointed out the
alarming decline in volume of traffic,
But President Johnson indicated that
the I. C. planned to make out, somehow, on their own.
Another letter, this from the
GM&O, concerned testimony of
President Glen Brock to the fact that
railroad management has about exhausted inventive and exploitative
means of effecting economies in order
.to meet rising tax and operating costs.
But President Brock also left the impression that the GM&O would make
out somehow, on its own.

A day or AD later we read in the
Memphis Commercial Appeal where
a competing carrier to the railroads,
the Southeast Airlines, is also fighting for its life in the face of the same
problems encountered by the railT
roads. But Southeast didn't indicate
that it could face its own problems: it
seeks the people of Tennessee to subsidize its operations; pay it to keep
going.
We fail to see where it is feasible
to support a competing venture that
is economically unsound, and I might
add that one hard lesson was learned
from the IC themselves when they
discontinued all passenger traffic between Fulton and Louisville. If
Southeast or any other airline can't
make it on their own hook, they'll
have to conclude that the public
doesn't want them. That's the way
the railroads have to operate . . . .
and what's fair for one is certainly
fair for the others.

Must We Keep Lent?
By Rev. James F. Finley
movie and TV critic
THESE DAYS we try like everything to eliminate hardships. We cry
for More leisure. Work isn't something noble—rather a curse.
Our homes, our cars, and our buildings are soft or luxurious or . . . why
we have a whole vocabulary of soft,
shiny words and our minds are filled
with smooth, easy ideas.
THE WORD "LENT" breaks upon
us like a jet going through the sound
barrier. Penance, crucifying the flesh,
denying oneself—all these are terms
that crash and crank loudly in our
world of plush rugs and lush surroundings.
Each time this season rolls around,
we make up our minds to do some
penance. Perhaps the main reason we
take on this penance is because it's
"the thing to do." With such a feeble
motive, it is any wonder that we so
often lose interest and give up the attempt? And why not, if the hardship
it involves is really unnecessary?
BUT IS IT unnecessary? The resounding answer is "NO"! And unless
we understand why penance is absolutely necessary. our Lenten sacrifice
will be meaningless and will effect
little or no change in our lives.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Aseociation iudiring
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
..lost Office Roe 455

Fulton, Kentucke
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R. PAUL and JOHANNA. M. WESTPHELING
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A member of Use Kentneky Pres. Ameelation
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Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1923
at the Post office.at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. in.
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M E RV I N

MORAL COURAGE
When you are so devoted to doing
what is right that you press straight
on to that and disregard what men
are saying about you, there is the
triumph of moral courage.
—Phillips Brooks
There is too much animal courage
in society and not sufficient moral
courage.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Few persons have courage enough
to appear as good as they really are.
—J. C. Hare

Dear Editor:
I want to take this opportunity
to thank you for your wonderful
support of the Christmas Seal
Campaign in the fight against
tuberculosis.
Kentucky is still one of the leading states in the nation with the
highest number of deaths from
TB.
Your support of the campaign
to raise funds for the fight against
tuberculosis was another example
of the outstanding public spirit
your newspaper has always
toward making Kentucky a better
'
place to live.
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John W. Woods, Jr.
President
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February ZS: Mrs. Will Willingham, Edwin Bondurant, Mrs. LesLovelace,
Weaks, Corinne
lie
Martin H. Warren; March I:
Caro13n Ann Lawson, Mrs Joe
M. Reed, Mrs. Virgil King, Lawson Roper, Donna Pat Mills,
Joyce Henderson; March 2: Mrs.
Johnny HoLlAnd, Judy Hendon,
Sh!rir: Ann Joenson: March 3:
illward Edwards. Mrs. Em Grit' Mark Sharp. Kate Bowlin;
March 4: Joy Fagan. Bobby Joe
C!adlock. Mrs. Roy Latta, Mrs.
1. D. Fortin; March 5: David
Daniell, Mrs. K. M. Winston.
Edna
Mrs.
Luther,
Monroe
F.tran.!e. bLs. Harry Shupe, Mrs.
8. 11....Camp5e11: March 6: Elvis
Babb, James Fuller.
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Editor
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky.

Johnny Stayton, Cayce, has returned to his home following surgery at Kennedy Hospital in
Memphis
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and this is the treasurer's office!"

FROM THE FILES'—

Turning Back The Clock-February 25, Ina
Jimmie Boyd of Fulton won
prize of $3.00 in the American
Legion Auxiliary amateur contest held in Martin last week.
Jimmie sang "Josephine" and
concluded the song with a fancy
tap dance. We are glad to have
Jimmie bring home the honors.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lamb and
Donna Pat Bragg spent Tuesday
in Paducah with Rev. and Mrs.
Wayne A. Lamb.
Ftosco Stone was elected president at the annual convention of
the Fulton County Farm Bureau
in the Cayce high school auditorium, the following board of directors were elected. H. C. Helm,
J. H. Roper, A. G. Campbell, Rupert Browder, J. A. Elliott, Bosco
Stone, Mrs. Gusie Browder, Mrs.
Herman Roberts, and J. B. Mc-
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The new thrifty "60" Ford V-8
tudor Sedan with built in luggage compartment, low floor and
wide door, is easier to load and
has unusually large baggage space
gets 22 to 27 miles to a gallon of
gas. Detroit delivered price only
$644.00.

Get a modern

ELECTRIC

Special for Friday and Saturday at A. C. Butts and Sons:
Mustard. quart-10c, Beef Roast,
Rib or brisdet-10c lb., Potatoes,
10 lb.-17c, Bacon, rindless, lb.24c, Big Ben Soap--6 for 23c,
Ham Roast, Pork, lb.-17c.,
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• No fumes
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By P. W.
Penance is simply the recognition
of sin as a terrible injustice against
God. More than this, it is the appreciation of a need to atone and the firm
purpose to avoid sin for the future.
Now I ask you, does our world need
this spirit of penance?
CHRIST THOUGHT SO. His entire public life, beginning with the
forty days in the desert and ending
on the hill of Calvary, was a plea for
penance. Christ, the prime example
of innocence, suffered to impress upon us the need for penance in our
lives. His cross stands as a hard
warning over our soft world.
It is sin that makes penance a
necessity. Much of the problem of
misunderstanding penance comes because we do not understand the offense that sin hurls at God. If we
realized better the evil that sin is,
we might be more ready to seek
penance than to flee from it.
WE CAN murmur, hide, rage, refuse . . . as so many do. But Christ
will be on His cross still calling out—
"Do penance for your sins, come suffer with Me, crucify your flesh that
you may posses your souls."
Can we fly from Him or laugh at
His invitation—we who have sinned?
Can we deny that it is far better to
control the rampant self in this life
than to do indulge ourselves and forfeit God in eternity. Can we help but
admit that Lent is really necessary?

Letters To Editor
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Kentucky,

SERMONETTE OF. THE WEEK

by

STRICTLY QUSINESS

The sunshine this week has
looked mighty fine—and felt
mighty fine—and who knows,
Spring may be around the corner. The baby chicks are now
hatching, the jonquils are shooting out of the ground, and the
convertibles are breezing around
with tops down.
At any rate I am looking for
all these signs and more, hopefully. For if Spring is not nigh,
ye coal bin in the basement will
need an additional issue, at present rate of consumption. And
that will mark the first time in
ten years that one bin-full didn't
get us through the winter.

• No hot surfaces
• No long costly
pipe runs that
waste heat

•"*". led
day foe, the past ten years and
as yet have not had time to read
more than the first two lines.
Wonder how many more have
done the same thing.
It says something about Kentucky being known as the "Dark
and bloody ground", which is
still true. The Indians have gone,
but now we have the politicans.

Install it
AN ywNlif

Sign in a downtown restaurant: "Milkshakes: small (10ounce) 15e; large (16-ounce) 25c.
Here is one place where it doesn't
pay to buy the larger size, since
2c per
/
the small size figures at 11
ounce and the large costs slightly
Out on US 51 by the Derby, more than I ½c per ounce.
The large size oughtta be
facing traffic entering into Kentucky, is a metal marker that cheaper, I argued with the proprietor. That's in keeping with
briefly tells something about the
history of Kentucky. It occurred. all established business practices.
"So what," he argued. "I'd
to me last Monday that I have
rather sell the little ones."
passed the thing at least once a

ed the bedside of Mrs. Drumm's
husband Saturday, who is a patiMrs. L. T. Caldwell • ent at the St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, where he recently
underwent major surgery.
A Young Men's Training Class
has recently been started at the
Mr. Bill Allen's brother and
Church of Christ. This study com- family of St. Louis spent the past
mences at 7:30 on each Tuesday
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Bill
night. All that are interested and
Allen and children, Brenda and
can are urged to attend these Thurman.
services.
Mrs. H. E. McCord has retired
Mrs. Maggie Arent Underwent as an operator at the Henry I.
major surgery at the Fulton Hos- Seigel Company, Fulton, after
pital recently. We wish for her having been employed by that
a speedy recovery.
company for a number of years.
Mr. Jordan Ferguson is reportMrs. Doyle Matheny has returned to her home here after hav- ed to be ill at his home with
ing spent several weeks with her influensa.
sister, Mrs. Laura Korner of St.
Mr. Owen T. Cook was dismissLouis, where she was under a ed from the Jones Clinic, Fulton,
doctor's care.
after having been hospitalized for
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill, Mrs. several days.
L. T. Caldwell, Anna Lou CaldWe extend to the Ancill Jordan
well, Dorita Boggess and children, family our deepest sympathy in
Bradley and Felicia Lynn, visited the passing of their brother, Jesse
„Mrs. Dwight Drumm of Camden Jordan, of Kenton.
Wednesday night.
Mrs. Sam Welch visited her
Mrs. Hugh Allen recently visit- sister-in-law, Mrs. Ligon Welch,
ed her mother, Mrs. DoxeY of last week.
Union City.
Recent visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter
GOOD ADVISE
were: Misses Melinda and AnnetDepartment of Fish
State
The
of
te Bizwell, their grandchildren
Cayce, Mr. and Mrs. Terrell and Wildlife Resources reminds
Moore of Martin and Mrs. Led- hunters: "Look not into the muzbetter's mother, Mrs. George zle of thy gun whether it be loaded or empty. An empty gun
Smith, of Martin.
shooteth out an inquiring eye,
Mrs. Dwight Drumm of Camden and sisters, Dorita Boggess and the undertaker groweth rich
and Anna Lou Caldwell, attend- thereby."
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ALL THE HOT, WATER
YOUR FAMILY NEEDS

24tsours a day...
No waiting.,. No watching

r
Want sparkling clean hot water 24 hours a
day? You've got it—with an electric water
heater. Hot water to the point of greatest use,
without long, costly pipe runs that waste
heat.
Want safety? You've got that, too. The modern electric water heater does its job without
flame or'fumes. No watching—or
worrying.
Buy an electric water heater from
your dealer now
•••••••••••••••••••••
MINIM
•
to
entia0.
.

Wire for FULL HOUSEPOWER
and live better .. . electrically

your horn* n..d cAdillenti wirln. for ousjo. appliances? Soo your cloak,' or our office for advice on any
wiring changos or addition, so be mags.
DO011

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

1
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Miss Betty Jordan

Mrs. Virginia Welch

Mrs. Zula Coleman

Qualities You Want i n

BABY CHICKS

Mrs. Zeony Harris

,

West State Ltae

Fulton, Ky.

E. Y. Hollis, Mgr.
I II It NI II II II OM 1 II 1111 II II
U-TOTE-EM COUPON

10 lb.
Colonial

SUGAR 69c

Go;crhanx
With This Coupon and $3.00
Additional Grocery Purchase
Coupon Good - THUR.- FRI.- SAT.
FEB.27 - 28 - MARCH 1st
Limit -- One To Person
6 m• 'NIPS. 111141111111
FRESH -- 4 to 6 lb. ave.

NOW OPEN

FULTON HATCHERY

STARLITE Drive-In

From a mountain of FOAM-LATEX mattress sets higher than Pikes Peak cows this estaziiii
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FOAM EX©
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2-piece
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Si. bra ma u.n ethers bre ts charge fir this guilty!
For a limited time, we bring you an amazing mass production value in highest quality bedding material made possible only by Serta and Firestone's mass production methods.
There is obvious quality in every detail of this Sorts-Ease
Foamex sleep set. Examine every detail. .. compare with
other latex bedding price-tagged much higher. Then SAVE
the difference. But hurry—quantities are limited.

Mao—News--Color Cartoon--rSomo of iho Gym**

WEDNESDAY It THURSDAY

1

Limited Time Only...Come Right in!

CLINT C,NEY'ENNE WALKER
T977
His

Bennett Electric and Furniture Company
WALNUT STREET

FULTON

PHONE 20]
•

1

Picture!
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sulwak

•29c

SOUTHERN STAR --3 lb. can

Shortening - 83(
CHUCK -- POT BEEF

LB.

59c

RO I S

SUGAR RIPE -- 12 oz. pkg.

Prunes 2 for,., 39(
LARGE FRESH

•

$40.00

PICNIC

In

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

Twin S.s•

You Save

MelWes

DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM —
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Also—Boo Bop (cartoon) & Jitterbug House I

MassProduction1,04110
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Hickman County
Names Officers
To Serve Group

E. EY JOHNSON
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of Fulton officiated. Burial, under
direction of Jackson Brithers Funeral Horne of Dukedom, was in
the church cemetery. She was 76.

of
Jackson
Brothers
Funeral
Home of Dukedom, was in the
church cemetery.

Services for Curtis A. Elliott,
retired I. C. Railroad conductor
of Fulton, were held Monday afternoon, Feb. 24 at 2, at the Huffman Funeral Home in CarbonMiss Betty Jordon, daughter
She was born June 20, !BM in dale, Ill. Burial was in Boskydell, of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Jordon
of
New officers of the Hickman
Services for Mrs. Mandy Wil- Weakley County, Tenn., daughSt. Louis and formerly of Ful- County Farm
Elliott
at
Jones
died
Mr,
HosBureau are: presiter
of
the
late U. E. and Nancy
liatns, wife or Alrnos Williams of
Monday
ton,
tired
morning,
Feb.
Fulton, Route 1, who died Sun- Jane Walker Taylor, residents of pital in Fulton at 1:30 Saturday 17, at 4 o'clock in a St. Louis dent, Hilery Deweese; vice-president, David Graham; director at
day night, Feb. 23, at 8:10 at Hill- Weakley County. She was a mem- morning.
He had been a resident of Ful- Hospital after being ill for some large from east side of the counview Hospital after a short ill- her of the Oak Grove Church of
ton for the past 16 years and had time.
ty; Vernon Peery; director at
ness, were held Tuesday afternoon Christ.
Miss Jordan was in her thirties. large from west side of county,
lived In the home of Mrs. Charles
at the Oak Grove Church of
Besides her husband, she leaves Binford during that. time. He was
While living in Fulton Miss Henry Via. R. N. Samples was
Christ. Bro. Oliver Cunningham
three sons, Buel Williams of Lake born in Jackson County, Ill on Jordon attended Fulton High re-,named secretary-treasurer.
School.
Orion, Mich., Alvis Williams of Sept. 13, 1889.
Directors also named were:
He leaves a sister, Mrs. James
The body was returned to the James R. Deweese, Moscow; ElWingo, and Louis Williams of
Stearns
Carbondale;
of
and Hopkins, Hopkins and Brown vis Bugg, Clinton; and L. A.
Miami, Fla. and two daughters, A.
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral Hume in Clinton Wed- Schwartz, Columbus and Huey
Mrs. Guy Ledbetter of Madison
The body was at the Hornbeak nesday morning.
Pyle, Springhill.
Heights, Mich., Mrs. Lorene CatFuneral Home here until it was
All types et tasermase
lett of San Bernardino, Calif.; two
Services were held at the fuOther new officers are: direct- '
afCardondale
Saturday
taken
to
neral home Thursday afternoon or of Farm Bureau women, Mrs.
brothers, Don Taylor of Royal
at
3:30.
ternoon
;AVE ! GET our
at 2. The Rev. A. G. Morrison Bill Dowdy; and director repreOak, Mich., and Doy Taylor of
officiated. Burial was in Oak- senting !Hickman County HomeFulton, Route 3; three sisters,
PACK GE DEAL
Mrs. Albert Winstead of Martin,
wood Cemetery.
makers, Mrs. R. L. Veatch.
Mrs. Serena Palmer of Dresden,
Miss Jordon has an aunt, Mrs.
Hassell Deweese is ex-officio
-Covering everything'
Ind Mrs. Ora Ridgeway of North
Services for Mrs. Virginia R. S. Campbell, and two cousins, director representing the Future
Hollywood,
Calif.;
eight
grand422 Lake St.
Brady Welch were held Saturday Mrs. Paul Wright and Mrs. Farmers of America and Jerry
children and five great-grandmorning, Feb. 22 at 10 at the Catherine Campbell living in Ful- Stewart is ex-officio director
Fulton. Ky.
Phone say
children.
representing 4-H clubs of the
First Methodist Church. The Rev. ton.
county. By virtue of their offices
*IISIMIle......1.
,
••••••••••••••••••••1111=0111.11)
Walter E. Mie.chke of Paris, Tenn.,
as past presidents of Farm Bu-officiated, assisted by the Rev.
reau, Virgil Ward, Jr. and
H. E. Russell, pastor. Burial,
Travis Slayden are members of
under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home, was in Greenlee
Mrs. Zula Gargus Coleman died the board of directors.
unexpectedly Monday afternoon,
Cemetery. She was 30.
Pallbearers were Lewis Bizzle, Feb. 10, about 4 o'clock at the
Alex Thompson, Ken Pirks, Dave home of her daughter, Mrs. John
•ROCK SPRINGS
Porter, James Dankauer and E. Dudley in Sharon. Tenn.
Mrs, Nettie Lou Cepoiss
Melvin LeClear.
Mrs. Colernan was born Nov. 5,
1878 in Weekley County, Tenn.,
Lauther Veatch visited Elmore
daughter of the late Samuel W.
ORD= YOUR
WHITE
and Nancy Bunch Gargus. She Copelen and family for awhile
ROCKS
CHICKS
'litAr.ts 4r
was married to John Coleman Thursday.
N-O-W
RHODE
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanaMrs. Zrony Harris of near on Jan. 20, 1906. She was unitISLAND
Dukedom died at the home of ed with Christ as a young lady han and Mrs. Lucy Turner visited
to Insure
1100;ssai*
*4
1Ik
N.
„A
REDS
her daughter. Mrs. Pete Byars at the old Sandy Branch Church Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green SunGetting what
day afternoon.
it 11:15 a. in.. Monday Feb. 17, of Christ int 1912.
t.,
you
want
NEW
liter a short illness She wa.s 96.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
when
you
Mrs.
leaves
Coleman
her
husHAMPSHIRE
Mrs. Harris was born in Weak- band, John D. Coleman; two spent awhile Saturday morning
want them.
ley County on Oct. 19. 1861, the sons, J. W. and H. V. Coleman; with Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green.
"CHICKS
daughter of the late William three daughters, Mrs. John E.
WITH A
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
and Patsy Capp. Her husband, Dudley, Mrs. W. B. Byrd and
PERSONALITY'
Yes! We also
Mrs, Ella Veatch visited Mr. and
Harris,
March
John
died
1906.
in
have all the new
Mrs. W. C. Mitchell; two broth- Mrs. Lee Snow and Glen Ray
She was a member of the New
Burpees 1958
ers, Cal Gargus of near Latham, Sunday afternoon.
Missionary
Hore
Baptist Church.
varieties of vegTenn. and Edd Gargus of FulMrs. Mary Rice visited her
Besides
daughter, Mrs.
her
table and flower
ton; three sisters, Mrs. Katie mother, Mrs. Carl Bell, Sunday.
CHICKS AVAILABLE
Byars, with whom she made her
seeds. Bulk or
Smith of Hamlin, Texas, Mrs,
Hollis Strothers' house burned
home, she
leaves a step-son,
Pullets, Cockerels or
package.
Genie Allen of Memphis and Wednesday night, very few things
Mullis Harris of Palmersville, Tenn;
Straight Run
Malainie
Mrs.
LexingEvans
of
were saved.
two step-daughters, Pam BrundMrs. Allie Newton is on the
idge And Mrs. Luther Barber, ton, Tenn.; 13 grandchildren,
both of Palmersville; one grand- seven great-grandchildren; sev- sick list.
daughter and one great-grand- eral nieces and nephews and a
host of friends.
daughter.
Go To CHURCH Sunday
Services were held Wednesday
Services
were
held
at
the
Oak
STATE LINE ST.
PHONE 483
FULTON, KY.
Grove Church of Christ .west of afternoon at 2, at the Oak Grove
Dukedom at 1:30 p. m. Tuesday Church of Christ. Burial, under
Bro. James Holt of Fulton offi- direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Union City Highway
BETTER
YOUR LOCAL HATCHERY SERVES YOU
I elated. Burial, under direction Home, was in the church cemeSAT-SUN., MARCH 1-2
tery.
(Starts at 7:00 — 8:55)
TRAPEZE
Go To CHURCH Sunday
Burt Lancaster — Tony Curtis
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Civic Leaders To
Study Plan For
City Development
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Specialists From
Eleven States To
Meet In Lexington

Y O U R HEAR

Doctors refer to the body's
blood vessel system as the vascular system and diseases that
chiefly affect the blood vessels
are vascular diseases. If these
diseases affect the blood vessels
of the brain they are called cerebral vasrular diseases. One of the
most alarming results of cerebn..1
vascular disease is a "stroke."
An idea of the importance a
cerebral vascular disease is gained from the fact that this type of
cardiovascular disease accounts
for more than one-tenth of all
deaths from all causes In the
United States each year. In Kentucky, 12 percent of deaths from
all causes are attributable to
cerebral vascular disease, accord-

MN*Whip
SALAD DRESSING

ing to the Kentucky Heart Association, which raises money
through the once-.a-year Heart
Fund campaign to finance research to find the causes of cerebral vascular disease and other
heart and circulatory diseases.
A stroke usually occurs very
suddenly when an artery to a
portion of the brain ruptures or
is closed by a blood clot. A person who has had a stroke may
have paralysis of an arm and
leg and, often, difficulty in speaking. Occasionally these symptoms
clear up rather quickly. Frequently, though, some physics!
disability remains.
In some cases warnings in the
form of brief attacks of numbness or weakness or visual difficulty precede the onset of a
stroke, and treatment in time may
prevent the stroke. Your doctor
should be consulted to help differentiate.
Much research is under way
to learn more about hardening of
the arteries, the largest single
cause of cerebral vascular disease.
But even today, with existing
knowledge, your physician can
much to prevent some cerebral
vascular disease and some strokes.
And even the majority of these
patients who have been disableu
for a long period of time as a
result of strokes can be partially
rehabilitated. Some may recover
completely.
If you would like a free cape
pamphlet called
of a new
STROKES, write to: Kentucky
Heart Association, 401 Speed
Building, Louisville 2.
In riots at Alexanderia, Egypt,
U. S. Marines were the first troops
to reach the center of the city
after the bombardment on July
14, 1882

"Do I Have to Suffer All My Life
Just Because I'm a Woman?"
116•I Today, weaves don't itov• t. how
a *podia cross of °gamy, Girl or
groorlorm,• special tob4et cam bring
from "female miser:in-I
blossoel
"Temela suffering- need never
occur win for most women not at any age! You can be free
from the misery young and old
used to dread! With Pinkham's
Tablets you can have wonderful
relief all through your We'
Pinkham's unique formula was

developed especially for women%
ailments. Includes blood-build.
ing iron! In doctors' tests.
out of 4 didn't suffer monthly
cramps, backaches. Later during
change-of-life, "hot flashes
subside. Even after menopause,
Pinklutin's Tablets help build
strength-giving blood!
Get amazing Lydia E. Pinkham's Tablets from druggist.
Take them daily for the benefits
you can get all through yoga Wet

Civic leaders in Kentucky will
have an opportunity to study
new approaches in commurity improvement at Lexington in 'July.

411
Pork is selling at most attractive prices at your market because
the supply is so good. This opens up a panorama of pork dishes
that have been the delight of homecoming husbands for generations
in America. Get to know the thriftier cuts of pork this season, for
dishes that will bless the budget and vary your meals. 'Thrifty pork
buys include the hocks, the shoulder, the end cut pork chops and
roasts, the smoked picnics and ham shanks. All thaw cuts have
complete high quality protein, and an extra airfare of vitamin Be
for which pork is particularly famed. It's good to know, too, that
recent research indicates that cooked meat, as it is produced and
prepared today, has significantly less fat, fewer calories and more
protein than the values given in current textbooks.
A combination of herb-laced stuffing in juicy pork chops, baked
on sweet potatoes, and topped with apples, this is one of those
medleys that make history when you serve it to a hungry family.
It's the kind of dish you can make ahead, put in the oven, and be
free for an hour before dinner!
Baked Stuffed Pork Chops
teaspoon each, sage
8 1-inch thick rib or
and thyme
Loin pork chops
1,4 cup brown sugar
6 medium sweet potatoes
(firmly pecked)
1% cups finely diced apple
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
% cup raisins
2 tablespoons butter
1 cup fresh bread crumbs
1,4 cup orange :mice
14 teaspoon salt
,
3 apples, cored and halved
2 tablespoons sugar
Have meat man slit chops for stuffing. Par-boil potatoes; peel
apple,
and slice lengthwise. While potatoes are cooking, combinestuffing
raisins, bread crumbs, salt, sugar, sage and thyme. Spoon
about
into chops; skewer. Brown chops on both sides in skillet. pota15 minutes. Combine brown sugar and nutmeg. Laver sliced with
toes with brown sugar mixture in a 2-quart casserole. Dotapples
butter. Top with pork chops; pour over orange juice. Place
over pork chops. Cover. Bake in a moderate oven. (350•F.) 1 hour,
15 minutes. YIELD: 6 servings.

Weakley Loses
Heavily, U-T
Survey Shows
Findings of a current survey,
released this week by the University of Tennessee Bureau of
Business research, point significantly to a strong movement from
rural areas in the State to the
cities, and further show that
Obion and Weakley Counties,
across the State border from Ful-

ATTENTION
Hog Raisers

The annual meetin• of the
Southeastern Cernmunity Develoement Assoc'eon made up of
eleven southCia lista
.
nr
sereern St'IV% is sc'ecluled for
July 16 17 and 111 pc-o•Titng to
the President of Vle Ascociatton.
Barney A Tucker, London. Ken-_
tucky immediate past-presilsnt of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
"The crrnii- will meet- at t`se University of Kentucky in 1,. 4n ton," Tie-ter annoenced. "Kentucky is fortunate to be Piost to
•Sevelopment
community
these
leaders from the 'with. who will
discuss and explore the latest
concepts of corn".unity planning,
and development Anyone is Kentucky interested in attending is
heartily welcomed," Tucker announced.
The theme for the Lesin-ton
conference will be -New AD.
proacbes to Ccermunity Develop.
ment," Tucker noted.
—

ing high-quality feeds manufactured by Browder Milling Company:

• Browder's Pig and Sow
•&omit:TUN Stutter
• Browder's 40% Hog Supplement
• Browder's 35% Hog Supplement

Fervices for Tom Cartfir, 31year-old Fulton machinist found
shot to death at his home on
Fairview
Avenue last Sunday,
were held Tuesday afternoon at
the
Funeral
Mornbeak
Home

ton County, are among those
hardest hit by population migrations in the past seven years.
(No suck idermation is available for Kentucky counties, as far
as the News could ascertain.)
Weakley County has the unhappy distinction of having suffered the greatest population loss
in the State in the past seven
years, the survey showed. The
population of Weakley County
has dropped by 4p00 since 1950.
Dyer County. !with a loss of
4,400 and Obion County, with rs
loss of 3,100, are also among the
top seven counties in the State
in losses. Others include Wayne,
with a loss of 3,3007 Putnam, 3,500, Claiborne, 3,000 and Giles,
4,400.
The Shelby county area increased its population during that
110,600, recording
by
period
in i pogailation.
Davidson Hamilton, Blot arid
Knox counties showed Marked
population increases.
The 22 West Tennessee counties, including, fast-growing Shelby, showed.the largest estimated
increase of'79,800 in that period.
The 33-county East Tennessee
area had an estimated increase of
57,200. The 40-county Middle
Tennessee area had an estimated
small loss of 8,700.

Judge John C. Bondurant,
chairman of the Fulton County
Board of HestIth, announced today that Mrs. Mattie Fisher of
Hickman will temporarily assume
the duties of the late Mrs. Henline of Fult* until the vacancy
sa perinany filled.
Mrs. Fisher is the public health
14.111A11(11111
, .11111. will be
at the FjlatorilTealth Department
for clinks on Tuesday and Friday, from 840 to 4:00, until further notice....,„

In from the Kraft Maim!

• Browder's Special Hog Ration
(All feeds available in either mash or pellets)

aeer Okr

•

BROWDER can fill your needs I

Jr.

FOR

YOUR

MONEY'

dollar dans
THU - FRI - SAT ONLY
Prices Good These Days Only. All Sale Items Are Cash.
No Returns or Lay-A-Ways

$4

80 Square Print

Ladies Coats $10

Roll Up Sleeve
BLOUSE

Ladies Dresses
Only 24 left.
Values to $14.98

Only 7 left.
Values to $29.95

Reg. 49c yd. Val.

•

Fulton. Ky.

3 Yds.

$1
11.

Sizes 32-40

Children Coats $4
Only 7 left
Values to $14.95

Ladies Hose
lit Quality 51-15
69c Value

Ladies Skirts
& Dresses $2

One Rack of Odds & Ends
Values to $7.95

Ladies Briefs
Sizes 5-6-7
99c Value

2

Ladies Dusters
All New — Rayon Faille$
Fully Lined
Value

Ladies Shoes $
.
9"
.
Values to $5
IF

PR.

$1
3 PIL

$1

Boy's Dungarees 2

PIL
,

Sizes 2-12: 10 oz. Denim$3
$1.89 Val.
Sanforized

Men's Dress
Shirts
$1
Closing out of $1.98
Values

SW* 15 to 17

Table of Odds e
*P
and Ends

SPOON IT kw het feeds
RINIIMPA,la •

NSAT IT•Oer cheese sew.

1a
1
7
115,1410...1.
.
r

1p1OW -MORE

$3.00 Value

!xi

BROWDER RUNG alk::

CITY OF FULTON

Ladies Purses /1

whatever your feeding nbilnazn.

REMEMBER

NOTICE

MARCH 1, 1958
is the deadline for the purchase of
CITY AUTOMOBILE TAGS
Services Tuesday
For Tom Carter Tines will be imposed on those who
Fulton Machinist- have not purchased their tags after
Coroner Voelpel
Gives Verdict Of
that date.
Suicide In Death

Health Clinics Continue
Under Mr. Fisher
For MAXIMUM growth .... at MINIMUM cost ... feed the follow-

tons of the Church or reception of
the Sacraments, according to the
Pic&.PaaWr,If enela were present,
the Pastor stated:end- if he were
Carter was found dead at the a Catholic, be would have been
home of his tiesents. Mr. and given the burial rites of the
Mrs. A H Carter, Sunday morn- Catholic Church.
ing. Coroner Walter Voelpel rule'
Mr. Carter was born in Meinwas self-inflicted
that death
Oct. 11, 1918. He married
ohis
Sunday
occurring about 2 a in
King in 1940. He
Katherine
Miss
morning
'was a veteran of World War n,
Carter had been in LU health serving in the Navy.
He worked with tus father, a reBesides his wife, his two chiltired I. C. machinist, in their
and his parents, he leaves
dren
shop behind their home
brother, A. H. Carter, Jr., of
It had been stated that Carter a
Pa.
was a member of the Catholic Philadelphia,
were James MeacPallbearers
be
no
could
record
but
Church.
located of his baptism, nor were ham, Robert Burrow, Robert
any indications ever provided Lowry, Don Braswell, Vernon
that he lived up to any obligat- Owen and Tom Mahan.

Russ411
chapel with Rev. H
officiating.
Carter was burled tn a McCracken County cemetery.
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0-1 Study Reveals Farm Credit
Value Is Much Underestimated

Continued from Page One
lot, $84,900 for Centrol office dial
and $11,700 for other work. In
Obion the company will have
spent $12,300 for the building and
lot, $84,900 for Central office dial
and $12,000 for changing out and
other expenses.
The conversion to dial of Obion
and Troy will end the use of the
last two magneto exchanges in
Tennessee. A magneto exchange
is one on which a caller has to
crank the telephone to get an
operator. Three other magneto
exchanges, Grand Junction,
Ridgley and Tiptonville, were
converted to dial in May and
June of 1957, leaving Obion and
Troy as the last.
When the new switchboards are
placed in operation, only one
operator will be involved in completing most long distance calls.
At present, all of the long distance calls originating in Union
City require the help of two or
more operators. For example,
when a call is placed to Memphis
by telephone number the Union
City operator will be able to ring
the number direct, by using the
key pulse, without the help of
the Memphis operator, as at present.

Many Tennessee farmers are mortgage actually involves and
aware of the profit-making poten- why they require it, by emphasiztial of borrowed capital—but, ing the productivity of credit, and
nevertheless, they often regard by explaining interest discount
credit only as a "tool" for emer- procedures, service charges, ingencies and bad years to main- stallment repayment plans, and
tain the "status quo" of their farm cash discounts.
operations.
So said a University of Tennessee graduate student in a recent
HOSPITAL NEWS
report on "knowledge and att.'.
tudes of Tennessee farmers con•
The following were patients in
cerning credit practices."
J. Thomas Romans, who inter- the local hospitals Wednesday
viewed some 500 Tennessee farm- morning, February 26.
ers from all Itconornic Levels, Ellthriew Hospital:
found that many farmers (and
Mrs. 'I'. N. Curtin, Cayce; Bill
not necessarily • just the older Campbell, Paducah;
Mace Rose,
ones) didn't accept today's econ- Dukedom; W. E.
Jackson, Bardomic theory that large amounts well; Elms Work, Dukedom Tom
of capital are needed to operate Winston, Martin; Lela Pirtle,
Lura farm. These farmers were "at- lene Lightner, Mose Hudson, L
tempting to operate small under- V. Williams, Raymond Fortner,
capitalized farms as their fathers Lucy Jones, Willie Speed, Elzada
before them, and seemed not to Fulcher, Glady Allen,
Beulah
understand why their farms were Legg, F. Doris Winfrey, Bob
Elnot profitable," he said.
liott, Mrs. Fred Wells, Jonell TayMr. Romans, who received his lor and Neal Clinard, all of FulU-T master's degree in agricul- ton.
tural economics last December,
reported that most of the farm- Jones Hospital:
'MAY QUEEN AT MSU
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Wynne,
ees int( rviewed felt they should
do the best possible job of operat- Hickman; Mrs. J. A. Ingram, Miss Jackie Edwards, daughter
ing their farms with existing fac- Water Valley; Brent Ingram, of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Filwards of
ilities—rather than risking these Water Valley; Mrs. E. A. Stowe, Fulton and a student at Memphis
facilities, through mortgages, in Dresden; Mrs. Betty Williams, State University, has been named
Kenneth Turner, Horace Davidan attempt to expand them. .
"May Queen" in the annual
Regarding mortgages, the U-T son, Bertha Mitchell, Mrs. Tom popularity election last week.
study revealed that 25 per cent Sams, I. H. Williams, W. A.
of farmers who borrowed money Bethel, Mrs. W. P. Ayers, Mrs.
CAMP IMPROVEMENT
didn't favor mortgages on live- Mary Crafton, Mrs. Beuton LeCharles Jones of Fulton, chairstock or crops, and 40 per cent lace, Harold Newton, Belinda
Newton,
of the Camp Bear Creek
and
Mrs.
man
Hubert
Boulton
were not in favor of mortgages on
Committee of the Bear Creek girl
real estate. "This attitude existed, all of Fulton.
scput council, presented plans for
even though many farmers realiz- Fulton Hospital:
improvement of facilities and
ed that mortgages did not inEdsel Montgomery, Clinton;
Bear Creek
crease their legal obligation to the Mrs. Em Griffin, Martin; Edmund equipment at Camp
meeting
directors
Council
and
the
observed.
lender," Mr. Romans
Clark, Wingo; Mrs. Raymond
Mayfield.
A limited knowledge of farm Legens, Dresden; Tom Dew, Feb. 20th in
credit sources available to them, Water Valley; Mrs. T. 0. Carand the practices of these sources,
often resulted in the farmers pay- mon, Dukedom; Miss Montez
ing extremely high interest rates, Davis, Martin; Guy Yates, Water
according to the study. For 52 Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Edd Watts,
loans, the borrowers stated that Wingo; George Lawrence, Water
they did not know how much in- Valley; Luther Pickens, Water
terest they were paying. The Valley; Mrs. Fred O'Neal Clinton;
average true annual interest rate Mrs. Della Coleman, Mayfield;
on these loans was found to be Mrs. Riley Alexander, Freeland
Johnson; H. H. Perce, Mrs. Mike
15.9 per cent.
Fry, Mrs. J. T. Travis, B. B. StepEighty loans out of a total of
henson, Frank Parrish, Mrs. John
the 296 loans outstanding among
the farmers interviewed had in- Gambil, Mrs. H. L. Cannon,
tereA rates in excess of 9 per Walker Conn, Gertrude Brooks
cent, it was found. "But for only Thomas, C. E.. Weeks, R. T. Hen10 - -of them did the borrower ley, Earl Phillips, Raymond Gmrealize he was paying this high bH. Mrs. Horace Reams, Dennis
Greer. Mrs. William W. Greer, C.
an interest rate."
W. Burrow, Mrs. R. V. Putman,
This lack of knowledge, while
Sr., Miss Amanda Snow, Arthur
subjectincArnriers,Lo high rates,
Willts, Mrs. Howard" Barton and
also furnish-Ted him no tricentive to
Kraft Dinner is •
with
investigate other 'sources of po- Mrs. Donald Watson and baby all
timesaver and a
tentially lower interest rates or of Fulton.
KRAFT
menu-maker! Stuck
other more desirable loan feaMISS RU'TLER FEATURED
GRATED up tol ry — it costs
tures. according to Mr. Romans.
Generally, it was found that
Miss Marilyn Butler of Fulton, far dim through, only 1.e.tnies. So
hatio'y c,1- school
osii-through
younger farmers borrowed more a junior at Murray State College,
lunettes, caner eel
than the elders, that owners bor- will be featured in a special flute
awns low
rowed more than sharecroppers, number during a Quartet concert
meals. And good
and that West Tennessee farmers at MSC the evening of March 4th.
alba' always I
used their credit more freely than
their East Tennessee counterparts.
The survey showed that some
farmers believe there is a stigma
attached to the use at credit
Some 20 per cent of the farmers
thought borrowers were at least
sometimes looked down upon by
their neighbors ,and 39 per cent
thought non-borrowers were better farm managers than borrowers—compared to 23 per cent who
considered borrowers to be the
better managers. "However, these
differences in beliefs probably reflected in part the differences in
farmers' need for credit," Mr.
Romans said.
On Park Avenue Behind
A better knowledge and use
of lower cost loan sources could
result in increased profit—both
U-TOTE-EM GROCERY
through the lower credit cost and
through increased expansion potential created by lower marginal
is now open for business
cost of capital—for the farmer,
it was stated.
Credit agencies could help
We have an outstanding stock of boys and girls
themselves in dealing with the
farmer, Mr. Romans added, by
clothing from infant to size 6x.
eartiul explanation of what a

Tasty Tip fir
Quic% &leak!

TeAula,
cIttiticiu

MACARONI-AND-CHEESE
It/mitttoast is.7stiitutea

THE KIDDIE SHOP
located in the

Klip and Kurl Building

Pa.

3

it's grand
as a sauce...a

1

ittit

salad dressing
tud a spread!

Such famous brand names as
JACK & JILL and TEXAN for BQYS
and
PEACHES Ii CREAM, YOUNGWEAR. YOUNGLAND AND SHEPHARDESS for GIRLS.
Watch for our Formal Opening'For!:t.

Made by
KRAFT
from tlis
sae sad *Of

Mrs. Delma Houston, manager of the shop,
Invites all of her friends to stop by
and see her.

MIRACLE
WHIP
sad swill
pale relishes

•

MN*
Sandwieh

THE KIDDIE SHOP
Park Avenue

Fulton, Itt.

VACATION- FOR 2
In Florida
Choose your favorite beach
Clearwater — or St.

Miami — Daytona —

Petersburg Beach

OR A $300.00 SAVINGS BOND
$100.00 savings bond
Second prize _
50.00 savings bond
Third prize
Fourth Prize _ _ _ 25.00 savings bond
(To Be Awarded Saturday, June 28)
No jingles to write: no puzzles to work; you do not
have to buy. Absolutely no catches. Here is all you
do ... each time you visit A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
you may register. If you are not a customer at A.
C. BUTTS AND SONS there is no better time to start
than now. You can't lose.

HEINZ-14 oz. Bottle

MAXWELL HOUSE Fresh Ground

Coffee

LB.
BAG

Grocery Prices Good Only Friday and Saturday
Feb. 28 and March lit

79c

Tomato Ketchup 25c
HUNT'S No. 21 /2 Can

CLOVERLEAF 5-Qt. Size

Dry Milk

16-oz.
BOX

36c
LB.

HICKORY SMOKED

4

49c

SAUSAGF
OUSER VALLEY SLICED

SWANSDOWN White and Devils Food

box 29c

Cake Mix,
BIG TOP — 12-oz. Jar

35c

Peanut"%tier

LB.
ALL FLAVORS

49c
BACON
S. GOOD ROUND
B STEAK 85c
Tra.
Pak.

LB

• S GOOD

29c

Peach Halves

JELLO

3boxes 25c

HEIFETY Quart Jar

25c

Dill Pickles
GLEN VALLEY — 303 cans — English

2 for 19c
PEAS
-Bone Steak 97c
LIPTON TEA48 BAGS
69c
27c
15c
LETTUCE
10c
Salad Dressing qt.jar59c CARROTS
LARGE HEAD—Iceberg type

N.RArr MIRACLE WIIPP

24 She

16-ct.
Bag

Bag

CELLO PACKED BAG

We havo a full line of garden and hold seeds; Korean, kobe, lespedeza. Seed oats, red top and
clovers. Fertilizer for your plait bed and garden. See as before you buy.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
PHONES 602—r693

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
FREE tivivERy AND PARKING L••
!A a

.
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Fare News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the foilowins information, supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and aeriereinweit
agenetes will be of special interest to progressive larmers in She
Ken-Tenn area):

MAKE
OMR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Stop in anytime
meet your friends hers
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to se•
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of!our choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

UNION CITY, TENN.

DEADLINE EXTENDED
Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman
of the Obion County ASC Corn-aittee announced today that in
bhe Committee's rezular meeting
)n February 17, 1958 the final
'iate for accepting 1958 ACP costshare requests has been extended.

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Mien Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453. Union City, Tennessee

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut 1t.

Fulton

Phone 201

Mrs. Seiooks Intuit •

ed for those practiea to be carried
out during 1st. half of 1958 they
are:

Illinois Central Railroad
management 15
sheep
Good
making profits for southern farmers. With sheep numbers declining year after year. and lamb
and wool prices remaining firm,
rood management is more important than ever. Raising sheep
is one of the very few farm enterprises whereby a farmer can
make one hundred per cent profit on his investment in a year's
time.
Lambs account for about 85 per
cent of the income from sheep,
Thus a high percentage lamb
crop is essential for high income
per ewe. Lambs that come dead
or die will not swell the farmer's
account, The
difference
bank
between a good job of raising
lambs and a mediocre or poor
one, is due more to a human
factor than the breed of sheep a
farmer owns. Some farmers, year
after
year, raise and
market
from one to one and a half lambs
per ewe.
Most sheepmen could improve
their flock income this year by
close attention to details of management. Here are some goodmanagement practices for sheepmen: Keep ewes in good condition for lambing; feed good legume
hay free-choice and some grain
too. Keep ewes gaining in flesh.
Provide clean, comfortable, wellventilated quarters for lambing
and be on hand at lambing time.
Often a ewe will need assistance
lamb.
You
in
delivering
her
should make sure that the Iamb
nurses. If the ewe loses her own
Iamb, give her an orphan or
lamb of a ewe having more than

Girl Scouts learn how to sew,

How Christian
Science Heals

cook, bake, wash and iron . .

date for accepting requests will
be Petwuary 28, 1958. Hr. Vaughn
said.
Requests are now being accept-

Permanent Pasture and/or Hay.
Pasture and/or Hay in Crop
Rotation; Liming for Legumes and
Grasses; Contour Striperopping.
Tree
Planting; Woodland
Improvement: Ponds for Livestock
Water; Sod Waterway ; Constructing Terraces; Constructing Diversion Terraces, Ditches or Dikes:
Improvement of an Established
Vegetative Cover; Seeding Summer Legumes and grasses (InGeorge Byers, U. K. Experi- cludes
Lespedeza
and
Sudan
ment Station economist, will dis- Grass).
cuss contract farming. His talk
Mr Vaughn pointea out that
starts at 1 p. m. (CST). He will
this program 'is open to ALL
cover points of interest in conObion County farmers, however.
tract farming for all classes of
an application must be filed prior
farmers.
to the time the practice is startGeorge Marlowe, Kentucky ed and on or before February 28,
Extension
Service
Agricultural
1958 in order to be eligible for
horticulturist, will go into the payment.
matter.
He
fruit-and-vegetable
sill discuss possibilities in these SHEEP MANAGEMENT PAYS
operations for Western Kentucky BIG PROFIT
farmers.
By. Agricultural Department

George Corder, Frtension Service fertility specialist, will talk
on new fertilization rates, application methods, comparatve values
of solid and liquid fertilizers, and
usage trends.
• The session closes at 3 p. m.
Harry Young Jr. will preside.
Thursday morning's sessions inlude .znachinery use, safety, and
`arm trends and opportunities.

•FULTON ROUTE 5

by farmers in this county the
committee feela that the deadline

contract operations, fruit.ng
vegetable possibilities and fertilizing for 1958—will be discussed
Several Thursday afternoon,. March 13,
Fe is.
PRINCErroN,
Substation
Experiment
the
Anises of western Kentucky farm- at
here.
The meeting is the second part
of the first day of the annual
Farm-Home program here March
13-14.

VARIED PHASES OF
FARMING ON FARM-HOME
MARCH 13 PROGRAM

Go to Church Sunday

HOMEMAKERS

After review of the requests made

IN* M PRYOft
Aerearlemil ham,SW* casend Rue
FARMERS, SOIL
AND OUR FUTURE
These are all inter-dependent,
since soil is the fundamental
basis of all prosperity for a nation. The future of any nation depends on how well its soil is
farmed and conserved. History
records how through the years,
nations like China and other great
empires experienced economic
bankruptey when their soil became depleted and eroded. THIS
MUST NOT HAPPEN TO US.
The natural increase in populotion, along with the higher
standard of living, casts a great
burden upon our soil, and we as
custodians. this soil are charged
with the responsibility of its preservatioin. Whether it will be able
to meet these future demands depends largely upon our farmers
as operators and the American
public being willing to pay prices
TO THE FARMER for his products that will give him a good
living and permit them to spend
the necessary money it takes to
replace the elements that are be-

ing constantly depleted from our
soil.
Therefore, the complexity of
conservation and land use is
everybody's problem not just that
of the farmer. The degree of soil
fertility and how we care for it
and use our land and other natural resources is an index to busi-

ness conditions.
No longer can we turn to new
frontiers by going West. Too many
acres have been wasted, ruined
and,, abandoned . . . this is costly.
We know now that land resources
improperly managed are exhaustible.

Since our farmer's and our Nation's future depend upon good
soil, all forces Arnold unite to
maintain and to increase the productive capacity of the soil. This
is the only'way we can keep the
United States or America great.
A good start toward proper and
abundant soil productivity is to
have your soil tested in order to
determine its present needs then
secure information from your
agriculture leaders as to which
crops are best suited to your soil.
By working together we will
accomplish our goals.

minimum of losses is only part of
the story. Lambs must be droppWhen the ewe lambs, give her
ed early, creep-fed so as to reach
water and allow her all the hay
the market early for best price,
she will eat. In case of heavy
milking ewes with single lambs.
stocks
reduce or cut off grain for a few We have complete
days.
Dock and castrate lambs when
young. Many sheepmen prefer to
operate when the lambs are only
for HOME and FARM
a few days old. Such an operatMachines
ion performed at this time does
Dot set back the lamb as much
BENNETT ELECTRIC

one.

Mr. Ben Winston is feeling better after undergoing surgery in
a Memphis hospital last week.
Another operation may be necessary before he can return home.
We hope he has a very speedy
recovery.
Mrs. Walter Permenter has
been ill for the past two weeks,
however she is improving slowly at this time.
Bob Potts has returned home
following several weeks at Kennedy Veterans Hospital in Memphis. Bob was seriously injured
by a falling tree. We are so glad
he is able to be home and hope
he continues to improve.
Several in our community are
sick at this time. Mrs. Lucy Jones,
Mrs. Bell McClure and Mrs. Ethel
Calhoune have been sick all winter. Mr. Frank Parrish is improving at Hillview Hospital, having
had virus pneumonia. Mrs. Lula
Colley has been a shut-in for several weeks. Mrs. Roy Watts and
Mrs. Robert Rucker are not well.
Many others have had colds. We
wish for them all speedy recoveries.
Sorry to hear of the deaths of
Mrs. Joe Conner and Mrs. Almos
Williams. We extend sympathies
to their families.
Mrs. Bubber Foster from
Orange City, New Jersey and her
sister, Mrs. Wright, are attending
their mother, Mrs. McClure, v<ho
is very ill at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Bennett.
Mrs. Paul Roach and children
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Marian Milan and Mrs. Calhoune.
T/Sgt. Fred Towels, a student
at Chanute Air Force Base in Illinois,- visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Permenter this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. U.
Oliver in Dresden Sunday afternoon.

THE MAY110)
AUTOMATIC
'WASHER

all
the things a real homemaker in
family does. When you contribute
to the Fulton Girl Scout Fund
Drive, you make it possible for
more girls to learn how to do
these important domestic chores
—assuring happier families.

"Oiercoming Anxiety
About Our Childron"
win (MO Ks.) *wow 11:14)

FARMERS!

4171

Credit is available in this area through the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association to finance the purchase of tractors, cars, livestock and to
build and repair farm buildings: improve fences
and to pay for soil improvement practices. PCA has
a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and is
convenient and economical.

I. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock
are sold.

(PATRIC)
no Quitstien
communicat
NEWS and
Colum
this
re•d.cinis.
by
s,.srild
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or investmi
*rod by ya
proviuts th
pubic fork)
any respon
offered, Si
t..,
have
curate.)

Dear Pat,
This is

11111

Die Sens
Suthei

No Be

Approve

3. Interest is figured only on the number of days
the money is used.

World'

4. There is an adequate supply of money at all
times.

408 La

CTI

5. No Co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Credit life insurance is available that will pay
loan in case of death or accidental loss of eye
or limb.
PCA also makes loans to buy fertilizer, seed, fuel
and for other operating expenses.
More and more good farmers are using the Produ-tion Credit plan to finance their operations.
For a dependable convenient loan that will save
you money see the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association for your needs.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Representative
Craddock Building
Clinton, Kentucky

John P. Wilson
Field Representative
206 Clinton Street
Hickman, Kentucky
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Start your (hicks Right
WITH BROWDER'S STARTING MASH
CONTAINS NICARBAZIN — The amazing coccidiosis control
additive that practically eliminates your coccidiosis problem !

Dayton V-Belts

ORPHEUM

ow when he is older.
A good lambing season with a I PHONE

201

UNLESS you give them
'

new life and color with
0K S
New Dyeing Methods

TO M WTSANDS
Lill GENTLE

Tu
on
ch,

SING BOY
SING

•

STARTING
job every time—all the smartest decorator colors to

MASH

make your shag rugs, drapes and bedspreads sparkle

MANUFACTURED BY

Our new, amazing methods assure you a perfect dye

•
•

Of

F
SI
NI

like new!
Select from 70 true, bright decorator colors!

EDIIIOND O'BRIEN
COLOR CARTOON — SOCIETY DOG

OR Laundry Sanitone Cleaners
TELEPHONE 130

Cl

lay

Pt

dirty
ran"

Lay 9:la

have written you. Would you
please answer some more questions for me?
I have a friend that lost her
bill fold, can you tell us where
to find it? My wife will not talk
to me is it a man she goes to see
as a at night? Do I mean anything to
cubic
accept
her or does she me?
In
..,ttered, although
many
cases
Hope to get an answer in this
na vs
pr or•rr
satremilly
,urats.)
weeks News.
Thank
A. L.
Dear A. L.
Just because you run around
you think every-one else is; why
should you wonder where your
wife is and if she is going with
someone else? You don't stay
l'S HERE
home with her. Well for your
l'he Sensational New Invention
information your wife is working
Autherbusd's "MD" Truss
nights and if you're wondering
No Belts — No Straps —
why, its so she will have a little
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — Ths money to help pay the bills and
eat as so much of your pay check
World's Most Comfortable
goes to the other woman.
Truss
'PATRICIA

LATANE

answers
person. Address all
her
to
c/o
THE
NEWS •nd
watch -for answer In
column.
this
Euisations
regarding
boot be an can
mod,C.nft. h011ith
by
physician;
your
s- ..red
ens leV•rd.ng hai.dio of money
or investments can best be ape*.
'red by your banker. THE NEWS
proviu•s this column purely
forum and does not
respono,bility for th• answers
any
no

Questions

in

comrnun.c•t'ons

•

rackfind to
naps

I haS

Id is

tock

days

crry DRUG CO.
t all

rs.
pay
eye
fuel

Proas.
says
ction

408 Lake St.

Fultata
--

The Whitnel Funeral Home
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere In this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

DR

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

S

Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
ILS for dependable service.
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I have been out of work for 4
months, I am laid off. Will I
be called back where I did work
or be sent to another Co. plant
and will it be herie or out of the
city and will it be soon.
Will. I be able to stay here or
will 'be forced to leave this
city.
Your truly,
H. D. H.
Dear H. D. H.
You will be called back to
work in the near future, yes
you will stay on where you are
and will work at the same old
place.
Dear Patricia,
I really do enjoy reading your
column.
I would like for you to answer
some questions for me please.
How is my health? Where
should we move for me to get
work (what town). Will I ever
get work here where I live? What
kind of work should I do. Will
I ever marry if so when?
Will you please answer these
questions in next week's paper
if can.
Thank
Y. Z.
Dear Y. Z.
Your health is good, I think
you would do better to stay
where you are, yes you will get
work but don't be so hard to
please take what ever job you
can get; then when something
opens up that you like better
and think you can made a go of,
take it and quit the job you took.
There are several things you like
to do. and you can be a success
in either of these but you have
got to love your work to be a
seccess. Yes, you will marry but
it will be a couple of years before
you do.

. News reached here to Gaither
Fort Sill—Two soildiers from
Bynum of the serious accident of
Fulton, Ky., Privates Kenneth G.
his brother, Everett Bynum, who
Terrell and Andrew L. Maddox,
fell from a construction job in
are scheduled to arrive in GerBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Chicago recently, and sustained a
many this month under Operation
a fine young lad the fractured skull. There is no hope
Rickman
Gyroscope, the Army's unit rotaat the Hillview hospi- for the injured man who formerweek
past
tion plan.
tal. He tips the scale at 10 lb. and ly lived here. Mrs. Bynum, who
The men are memoers of the 2 oz. and answers to the name of was Mary Cox, and children are
38th Field Artillery Battalion Scottie Thomas. Both mother arid at his bedside.
which is replacing the 291st Field baby doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
Artillery Battalion.
Mr. and Mrs. Alrnary Hawks aaughter, Judy, Paducah, Ky.
They entered the Army last have been reported very sick in spent Sunday here with their parJuly.
the home of children, Mr. and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Terrell, 23. whose wife. Bar- Mrs. Velva Hawks, Sr., however and Mrs. Mitchell remains here
bara, lives at 320 Forestdale, is a later reports are that they are all this week.
cannoneer in the battalion's Bat- resting more comfortably.
Sammie Jane Mathis is suffertery A. Terrell completed basic
The condition of Mrs. Susie
and
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark. The Frields is still critical at this writ- ing from a deep seige of cold
Dr.
son 'of Mr. and Mrs. Dean L. ing. No hope has been held for under medical treatment of
Terrell, Route 5. he attended some two weeks now, and chil- E. F. Crocker.
Martin (Tenn.) High School.
dren and grandchildren are reMaddox, 23, son of Mr. and maining at her bedside.
Mrs. Wardell Maddox, 402 HudMr. and Mrs. Bonnie Bowden
dleson St.. is a cannoneer in the have recently installed a new
l'emplety
battalion's Bettery C. Maddox television set and the reception
firldLe., .11 henrmis *Mal
completed basic training at Fort is excellent, that of which each Visit our Hearing AO DeputGordon, Ga. A 1953 graduate of of them enjoys.
ises"' as you, iirst ipp...rtuntt)
Riverview High School in HickRev. Arthur Wilkerson filled
man, he attended Kentucky State his regular appointment at New
CITY DRUG CO.
Phone 7111
College in Frankfort. Maddox is Salem Baptist church the past IM Lake Street
a member of Omega Psi Phi fra- Sunday at 11 o'clock.
ternity.
(AHTNC)—Army Pvt. Billy G.
Murray, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther E. Murray, Route 1, Hickman, Ky., completed eight weeks
of basic combat training Jan. 18
under the Reserve Forces Act
program at Fort Knox, Ky. Murray attended Western High School

1st. Cav. Div., /Corea (AHTNC)
—Specialist Thiel Class Roger E.
Willcut, son of Chief Warrant Officer and Mrs. C. F. Willcut, 107
E. Gaffee Heights, Fort Knox,
Ky., recently participated in a
simulated combat training exercise with the 1st Cavalry Division in Korea.
Specialist Willcut, a clerk in
Headquarters Battery of the division's 2d Field Artillery Battalion, entered the Army in October 1955 and arrived overseas in
June 1957.
The 20-year-old soldier attended Washington High School.

of energy, and you are afraid for
him to get out and let that energy
out, due to your being worried
about this fever; keeping this
energy built up in him causes a
nervousness.
No I do not think it would cause
any trouble, but I do think he
Dear Miss Latane,
should look into the matter. I
I got a pair of red shoes for think you would gain from it.
U. S. FORCES, GERMANY
Christmas and wore them three
(AHTNC)—PFC Jerry T. Green,
times, I had them sitting on my Dear Patricia,
21, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy T.
dresser in my bedroom and they
I read your column every week Green. 205 Holmes ave., Fulton
disappeared. Could you tell me
what happened to them? I really and I enjoy it very much. You Ky., recently was assigned to the
think someone took them. Could answered some questions for me 76th Tank Battalion in Germany.
once which helped me very much. Green. a tank driver in the
you give me their Initials?
I have some more questions battalion's Company B. entered
A. S. A.
that I would like for you to the Array in May V56 and comDear A. S. A.
pleted basic trairffng at Fort
No, your shoes were not stolen; answer.
My daughter would like to Hood, Tex. He was last stationed
they are in the room where you
left them. Clear up your room know somethings about a young at Fort Henning, Ga.
man that has been coming to see
A 1965 graduate of Shaw High
and you will find your shoes.
her. He lives in the deep south, School, Cleveland, Ohio, he was
Motors,
1Vlarkad
by
and he has a good job in a near t..rnploved
Dear Pat,
life.
- I have read your letters for •by town. Now the questions. Has Cleveland, in civilian
some time. I would like for you he ever been married? Is he a
TO EXPAND
to answer a couple of questions boy that can be trusted? Does he
for me. First is my little step- love my daughter or is he trying
The Hickman Development Corson sick or is it my imagination to lead her on? Will they marry, poration has called a special
meeting of stockholders for Tuesas some seem to think? Two if so when?
Hope you can answer in next day night, Feb. 11 at the Fulton
years ago he was supposed to
have had rheumatic fever. We week's paper.
County Courthouse to decide the
Thanks,
matter of proceeding with a prohave carried him to different Drs,
L.
posed loan from the- Small Busisince they can't find any symptoms of the fever, they tell us Dear L:
ness Administration for expanis
gentleboy
perfect
This
a
the nervousness is from being
sion of the Hickman Garment Co.
over energetic. I can't believe man, and his intentions are
honorable; he can be trusted. Yes,
that.
Accuratip
Please give me your opinion. he is in love with your daughter
The other question is that a few and he will marry your daughter
WORKMANSHIP
weeks ago my husband received and make her a good husband and
stop
will
you
good
if
a
living
At Low Cost
a letter from California, is it
something he should look into trying so hard to marry her oft Watches, Clocks and Thais
or ignore as he has in the past? to him. He doesn't like for some- napes of AM Rinds AccuIf he should write about it would one else to tell him what he rately Repaired at Low
Cahi—
It mean trouble of any kind for wants. Stop being a meddling
old woman, and let your daughter
us.
the
is
Please answer as soon as pos- live her own life as she
sible. I know you have lots of one who will have to live with
letters to answer, but please don't him, not you.

August 1792—FIRST MAIL SERUM IN KENTUCKY
In this year the Federal Government gave Kentucky
its first postal service. Thomas Barbee of Danville
was Kentucky's first postmaster. Postriders on horseback carried the mail from station to station over
Kentucky's pioneer trails. One route led up from
Tennessee, through Cumberland Gap to Danville.
Hardships of travel, highway robbers and bad weather
all made mail service slow and hazardous. Postriders
were hailed as popular heroes of the day.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of this light, bright beverage of
moderation under orderly conditions is an important
objective of the United States Brewers Foundation.
Our continuing educational program helps beer retailers maintain their high standards.
i
fr4,

‘7" KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1523 Heybum Building, Lewisville, Kentucky

disappoint me.
Waiting and wondering,
Dear Waiting and wondering,
I think you are just worried I
don't think its anything wrong
with your step-son except he is
just a normal child with a lot

Turn in your Pig Starter feed tags and get 50e cr
on any of these Southern States Swine feeds pur-

• Jost fete year children to tit. place and at
the tine given below.

chased:

I poses will be fake. FREE of chores
•S
by es expert children's phetographer treat
WOLTZ STUDIOS.

Only tags from bags of Pig Starter purchased during
February and March will be accepted. One bag of
swine feed must be purchased for each tag credited.
No tags credited toward purchases of Pig Starter.

Why not kg your clothes line be our telephone line. Makes
Dad shine by stepping out in a shirt processed by Parisian.
You may be surprised at how cheaply they can be done. We
have four types of Laundry Services to meet individual reCall us today to discuss your
quirements and Budgets.

•All presets will be shown ... Select your
favorite pos. for publication sod your child's
picture will assessor is this Newspaper at a
later date.
•You way, If you wish. *Fier photographs for
gifts or keepsakes Iron fie Studio ... bat
this Is entirely up to you.

Laundry needs.

• Easy to apply
• One gallon does the
average room
• Guaranteed washeble
• Dries in one hour
• Lataatt color'

THURSDAY, MARCH 6
10 A. M. — to — 7 P. M.
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.
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was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Pa,11 arers were R. M. Lowery,
oni getting at
p a clu
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my Toon played clarinet,
r, V. J. Veriesd1,R
ao:•MP;
ngAr Gurnee ;wed Andy Batte4some kind of a nice pooh. award
, Presley Campbell
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for their club treaburies. And
flute.
Craven.
GOOD JOBS are getting Scarce. HOME furnishings, three-quarter and
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made /.
the way merchants are
from
who
iv
Moirtspe,
A.
C.
Rev.
roll-away bed, good condition;
Get "Job Insurance." Learn
while you wait. Forrester's
in this quarter it seems
plagued
Church'
Methodist
of
the
pastor
WE HAVE
old style rocking chairs; 9x12
Speedwriting Shortlend in 6
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
of Clinton and alaoaarues as Cub- to me that CCA will be a happy
RCA WHIRLPOOL
rugs $5.50 at Wade's Used FurWeeks or Gregg Shorthand in
proServices for Henry Walker, master there, held the audience *elution to their donating
LIKE NEW, 1967 Mercury, 4
niture Store. Trade with Wade
9 months. Write or visit Bruce
COMBINATION WASHER
blems.
his
talk.
with
spellbound
Fulof
One
District
of
Main
Constable
Street,
112
Poplar
door, push button drive, 10,308
and
Save;
Business Institute,
AND DRYER
ton County, were held Monday
000 miles, Ky. license. Atkins RANGES, REFRBGERATORS
*mine 1118.,
Street, Martin, Tenn.
afternoon, Feb. 24, at 2:30 et the NOTE13001C—
We hope to have such a diverMotor Sales.
AIR CONDITIONERS
MOTORCYCLES: new and used. Union Cumberland Presbyterian
Continued from Pape One
sified group of participating merFerry
405
Corner,
FOR REN'r: Floor sanding mu:
Barney
Church. The .,Rev. Don Alexander we've ever had the happy privil- chants that Fulton's colorful CCA
TRADE• NOW
shine and electric floor polishStreet, Metropolis, Illinois.
FARM LOANS
officiated. Burial, under direction ege to participate in. Women, gen- banner will brighten Lake Street
cleaner and electric vacuum
of Hornbeak Funeral Home, was erally take their club work ser- like the Fourth of July. They arH&M
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
JIM WILLINGHAM—
in the church cemetery. He was iously and especially when there rived this morning and when you
Phone 35, Church Street.
TELEVISION
57.
Continued from Page One
is money-raising to be done. We see WFUL's station wagon, and
Lone TermsMr. Walker, a farmer, died of hope that Community Club A- all WFUL personnel cars sporting
is rn,ore he did.
NOW is the time to get your 202 Lake St
Payments
-Easy
Fulton
Jim Willingham was a man a heart attack...Saturday morning, wards will put something of, a the banners, you'll know that its
Typewriter and Adding Macwhose energy and enthusiasm Feb. 22, at. 9:30, while showing stop to clubs badgering local mer- just our way of helping nearly
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
ATIcalsi$:„. HOLMAN
knew no bounds, regardless of Dr. H. W. Connatightem, of South chants for donations for their 6000 women make money for their
Peeples, Service Manager of FOR RENT—Four rooms and
AND FIELDS
I the endeavor. In his farm efforts Fulton a sick ,ealf at, the barn. various clubs. With 75 weekly a- clubs the easy, no selling, no solThe Harvey Caldwell Combath downstairs apartment all
he was interested in the progress Mr. Walker lived .orl:Ihe Hick- wards, totaling $3000 to be given kiting, no endorsement way.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outprivate. Mrs. Glenn Walker.
of
this industry and worked in man Highway near Mt. Cannel
-idninirance—
fitters, Phone 674.
,
...111111.1111•0•11•
Phone 1722.
the Ferm Bureau and became its Church. A farm helper was also
Mr.
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List your
time
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he
own
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president. On his
Farm and town Property
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
took honors for its efficient oper- Walker's death.
with
the
at
Butts
0.
The
Mr. Walker was born on Dec.
See James
ation.
NEW LOCATION
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
In scouting he worked in every 6, 1901 in Hickman County, Ky.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO. phase of the program and became son of the late James A. and
Phone 674. We trade for your
one of its leaders. Just before this Sallie Binford Walker. He was
and
ZENITP
RCA
old equipment.
See them when you want
death he received the highest married to Miss Dixie Stallins in
TELEVISION
to BUY OR SELL.
award In scouting, the Silver 1925 and to this union two chilaward, although he was dren were born.
Beaver
Sales • • • Service
Phone 5
203 Main St.
He was a member of the Union
not able to be present to accept
WARD'S
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Tape Recorders
it.
MUSIC SHOP
Besides his wife, he leaves a
In the field of education he
Geiger Counters
of CrutchTHE $5 Wright Hat. Genuine fur- found an idrconsuming interest son, James T. Walker,
1; a daughter, Mrs.
Route
field,
athe
interest
this
of
because
and
look
to
Wright
A
base.
dectectors
felt
Magnavox
Metal
RCA and
of Mayfield;
right. The Edwards Store. May- tended the White House Confer- Laverne Sublette
Antenna
installation
ence on education. He represent- two brothers, Orval Walker of
Hi-Fl
TV and
field, Ky.
ed his State well and we so en- Dukedom and Binford Walker of
and service
TRAINED Secretaries or Stenos joyed his report of that meeting Bowling Green, Fla.; two sisters,
Union City
'hone 1555
are always in demand. You can and were amazed at the tremen- Mrs. Jim Eskew of Clinton and
HI-Fl Service
(Complete stock)
be too! Qaulify in only 6 weeks dous amount of knowledge he Mrs. Nina White of Washington,
with Speedwriting shorthand brought back to us as a result of D. C.; and five grandchildren.
;ood selection of records
KING TELEVISION
Mr. Walker was a deacon in
or 9 months with Gregg. Write that conference
Union City
Phone 613,
on LP and 46 rpm
or visit Bruce Business Instiin our community the church.
people
Few
4ail orders--Snecial orders
Active pallbearers were Walter
tute, 308 Poplar Street, Martin, have given so much happiness to
Tenn.
so many people and expected so Craddock, Robert Workman. Johti
little in return as did Jim Will- Vaughn, Warren Sublette, Bill
YELLS DRILLED for industry
WHITE PASTEL
ingham. His full and wholesome Herring, George Herring, Roland
and homes Modern equipment,
life will ever stand out as a mon- Ray and Albert Dement.
DRESS
SHIRTS
The
For
Honorary palbearers were deaexperienced workmen. Write
ument to his good deeds. Jim
or call Watson Co., Phone 281,
emptiness cons and elders of Union Church.
an
leaves
Willingham
$3.95 values, now
Fulton, Ky
in many lives and endeavors in
DISCHARGED
$2.95
this community and to those of
VE RE-STYLE your old shoes
Jerry Lamaacus has receiver'
and admired
for
$5
appreciated
Two
who
is
our
like
with new neels; you'll
him, his loss will be felt more his discharged from the Army
work. Forrester's Shoe Shop,
and
and more with each passing day. and has returned to South Fulton
th
Grisham-Butterwor
Fulton.
Jim died Friday night at 7:15 to reside. He has been stationed
Clothing Company
p. m. at the Hillview Hospital. at Pt. Campbell.
IOME furnishings, Refrigerators,
He entered the hospital on Tueselectric stoves, gas stoves, din- Main Street
Fulton
day of last week. He was born LITTLE BOYS—
"Four Floors of Fine Furniture"
ing table and chairs, odd chairs,
continued from Page One
living room suites, bedroom
on October 17, 1914, the son of
Si,
Phone 185
Fulton
Walnut
fine
this
the late Shirley Willingham and Tommy Exum, lead
suites, all at Wade's Used Fur- Go. MAN, Go! Get in on those
group of boys.
Fulof
Boaz
T.
'I'.
Mrs.
late
niture Store. Trade with Wade
the
Winter Prices on used cars.
The long guest table done by
ton.
and Save. 112 Main Street,
Atkins Motor Sales.
-.011111Yomemawaa......
Jim served as President of the Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., and Mrs.
phone 478.
debeautifully
was
Hales,
D.
J.
buy it at
Fulton County Farm Bureau for
SPECIAL SALE
one year and then served as Ex- corated with tall blue tapers and
FREE PARKING!
ecutive Committeeman of the trailing gold ivy. In the center
on fall and winter
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federa- of the table was a world globe
SLACKS
tion. He was a' Master Conserva- surrounded by the flags of the
in Forestry and Pasturage. many nations.
tionist
One lot, only
As soon as the guests found
He was a member of the Elks
$5.00
Lodge, serving one year as Exalt- their places, the three dens of
Furniture Company
ed Ruler. He was also a member Lion rank, led by Den Chiefs,
(20%off on all other slacks)
of the Grand Lodge, District De- Gary Williamson and Roland
Across From
He form- Carter, brought in the American
Fulton puty of West Kentucky.the
Church Street
Grisham-Butterworth
Fulton and Peck 40 flags while Den
Coca-Cola Plant
erly was a member of
Chief John Cunningham played
Clothing Company
Lions Club.
his cornet.
He was a member of the First "To the Color,'
Mack Ryan
Fulton HOW CHEAP can they get? 1955 Baptist Church, where at the time They also led the entire group
Main Street
Chevrolet, 2 door, radio,'ester, of his death he was Superintend- in the "Pledge to Allegiance."
Charles Stafford
powerglide, only $895. Atkins ent of the Sunday School and
The invocation was said by
Motor Sales.
chairman of the present enlarge- Corkey Stinnett, son of Mr. and
V ANTENNAS: We install—
WE RENT - - Mrs. Stanley Stinnett.
trade—repair and move. Get
FOR YOUR better dress shoes ment program of the church.
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a
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with spike heels, bring them
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Hospital beds
J. U. McKendree led the group
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
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in community singing, accompaniBaby beds
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machine
new
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beds
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new;
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sons, Tripp.
at Forrester's Shoe Shop, Ful- ryn Terry Willingham; two
Vacuum Cleaners
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Charles Edward and James Terry,
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ton.
by David Hazelwood,
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Used Furniture Store. Trade
brother,
Floor polishers
a
and
home
at
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who
With Wade and Save. 112 Main
AM NOW representing the Athlyn Edward Willingham of young son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Hazelwood. David also recited a
Street, phone 478.
Greenfield Monument Works Memphis.
WADE FURN. CO.
and will appreciate the opporServices were held Sunday af- clever poem entitled, "When
Fulton, Ky. tunity to show you our beauti- ternoon at 2.30 at the First Bap- Father Was a Boy."
Phone 103
Cubmaster Elson McGuire reful line of memorials. Toni tist Church. The Rev. John D.
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
Laida, pastor, officiated. Burial, sponded to the welcome in the
from
under direction of Whitnel Funer- absence of James Willingham,
BARGAINS at Wade's: refrigerHURRAY ON DOWN
Home, was in Greenlee Ceme- who was unable to attend beal
and up; electric
cause of illness. Mr. McGuire also
WHERE THE BARGAINS ators $65.00
tery.
stoves, gas stoves, priced right;
recognized the many guests presWilReginald
were
Pallbearers
ARE FOUND. . .
wringer-type
Queen
Speed
Dr. N. W. Blankenship, ent.
liamson,
washer, used tess than one year
The boys were honored to have
Hunter Whitesell, Stanley Jones,
FULTON
".,eave your car with us
at Wade's Used Furniture
Jeffress, James Warren, their Cub Scout queen, Miss BarR.
M.
FABRIC SHOP
'or One - Stop Service
Store. Trade with Wade and
James Green and Raymond Har- bara Brown, daughter of Mr. and
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
Mrs. Robert Brown, and her atwhile in town.
Commercial Avenue
478.
tendants, Miss Jane Edwards,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
Edwards, and Miss Nancy Latta,
reconditionrebuilding,
expert
3TANDARD SERVICE
Beautiful wash silks
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Van
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
STATION
Latta, as special guests.
Linens and cottons
Tenn.
City,
Company, Union
Four boys of Den 5 presented
Next to
an instrument number "Church
HI-TI headquarters: Records, reOld Chevrolet Garage
cord players, Hi-Fi latest hit
•
See The New
Mrs. Lillian Clapp Morris of
on Lake Street.
tunes, LP and EP albums.
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Fulton
—8aticfateden Guaranteed—
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
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Feb. 24, at 3:30 at Hillview HosFulton.
pital, after being seriously ill for
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The most
or strikingly relieved
USED CARS: Very little down the past few days. She had been
on the market
payment; very little weekly or in ill realth for several years. She hi 4340%* ef ones in doctors' t•sts
Let me demonstrate this
•If you're mbiersble
monthly. See Ellis Heathcott, was 62.
FOR SALE
outstanding New Book.
Harold Ross or Dan Taylor at
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